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Micro Bubbles
Micro Bubbles wi th a s ize of  0.2 microns, Micro Bub-
bles can dive deep into the crevices of  produce to 
remove dir t  and bacter ia.  Smal ler  bubbles lead to in-
creased contact  area.

Ozone
Ozone is dissolved into the water using Micro Bubbles,  
leading to increased dissolved ozone levels,  reduced 
off -gas and less ozone input required. Ozonized Micro 
Bubbles wi l l  k i l l  bacter ia,  remove pest ic ides and keep 
food fresh.

* Large number of Microbubbles
* For any rotation angle
* Combine with faucet
* Combine with ozone machine
* Material: Stainless-steel

Eco-Bubble
Size:75x27(OD)mm

Finishing: stainless steel
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Specifications

Combine with 
Ozone Machine

Combine with Faucet



Large bubbles
Microbubbles

Scarfskin

Dermis

For any rotat ion angle
Clean so easi ly.

Large number of  
Microbubbles.

Combine with
Ozone Machine.

Attach adapter to faucet.
Use more convenient ly.

Combine
with Faucet.

Feature of  product



* Micro Bubbles a size of 0.2 microns will remove dirt and bacteria 
   from the innermost crevices of fruit and vegetables.
* Clean food with ozonized Micro Bubbles. Kill bacteria, 
   remove pesticides, keep food fresh and remove solid particles.
* Reduce water usage
* Easy to install
* Save water
* Wrap the dirt
* Remove oil

Whitening

Anion health Save Water

Remove oil Wrap the dirt

Deep clean 
skin pores

Microbubble
Creates a large amount of tiny bubbles, a size of 10 microns. 
It is smaller than skin pores so that it can deep clean skin 
pores and keep our skin soft and smooth. 

Feature of  product



Attach the Microbubbles Generator to the faucet can 
create a large amount of tiny bubbles, or mirco bubbles. 
It can remove the dirt so that help you clean the kitchen 
more conveniently.

It also can combine with O-Clean, Ozone machine. In-
creased cleaning ability with Micro Bubbles. It can save 
water, kill over 99% Bacteria, remove odors, Remove 
over 75% Pesticides, keep food fresh.

Cert i f icate

* The world’s first multi-country patent design-
  venturi and check valve.



Made in Taiwan


